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WHAT

PTT RETURN V.29
PURPOSE
 improved customer service
 streamline the collection of information to reduce errors at time of filing
 decrease need for audit due to errors
 better intergovernmental collection and sharing of information
 New integrated computer system (Gentax)
 integrated system within the Revenue Division, Ministry of Finance
 New legislative changes as of March 31/2017: the Provincial Nominee exemption
 Other

HOW
How does this affect the conveyancing community?
** Software upgrades: Adobe DC (Professional or Standard)
**Live date Nov. 27/2017



Editorial & esthetic changes



Renumbering and/ or removal of certain fields (e.g. Part G fields)



Extend the character fields for text



Additional page/s changes:
**example - The purchaser page accommodates only one purchaser
instead of two as in the previous version



Part K- First Time Home Buyers’ Declaration **
** present on the Return at all times, however to be completed only if

one or more of the transferees

are claiming an FTHB



New and more validation rules throughout the Return



PART A—Purchaser/Transferee



PART C —Vendor/Transferor Information
*NEW information to be collected



PART H—Proportional Principal Residence Information



PART I — Property Transfer Tax Calculation
*NEW rules



PART L—Certification





Exemptions are to be claimed for each purchaser at the purchaser level
Information collected for each purchaser includes:









Date of birth- *new
Social Insurance Number (SIN)
Business Number (BN) for a corporate transferee - *new
Individual Tax Number (ITN) for a foreign national purchaser, if available. -*new

Provincial Nominee (BC PNP) and certificate # information for the foreign
purchaser- *new
*New question on the intended use as principal residence of the
purchased property
Q applies only to individual purchaser and does not apply to OTHER or CORPORATION
transferee/s

*NEW RULE If the purchased property is not intended to be used as
principal residence, the purchaser identifies their current principal
residence address & NOT the address of the purchased property.

Content of PART C is COMPLETELY NEW


The vendor’s residency status:
 Have you made reasonable efforts to confirm the residency status
of vendor?
 As defined under the Income Tax Act (Canada) is the vendor a
resident of Canada/non resident of Canada?

The vendor’s Contact information: address and telephone
** The information should be readily available on the Contract of Purchase
and Sale



NOTE: if there are more than 2 vendors, and you add additional vendor page/s, the same information should
be collected and reported on the Return for the vendor, although the format of the additional page does not
match PART C.

“Permanent Resident” (PR) means a permanent resident as defined in the
Immigration and Refugee Protection Act (Canada)
 To become a permanent resident, a foreign national
 must make an application to Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada
(IRCC)
 has to legally enter Canada and have the passport stamped with the words
"Immigrant Landed". An IMM 1000 form (Record of Landing or
Confirmation of Permanent Residence) was given to provide an official
record of landed status
 A permanent resident must
 live in Canada for two years out of every five, or risk losing that status
 usually holds a valid PR card

“Resident” for income tax purposes (Income Tax Act (Canada))
Even if a PR or Canadian citizen, one is non-resident for income tax
 normally, customarily, or routinely live in another country

 live outside Canada throughout the tax year or stay in Canada for less than
183 days in the tax year

** The major change in this part are fields reporting amount/s important
for the calculation of the PTT liability
5 fields have been removed






Amount exempt from tax
% of ownership transferred
Total % ownership being transferred to those claiming tax exemption
Partial exemption
Principal residence value

Fields I(4)-I (10)
I (4)- Fair market value of property
you must declare 100% of the property’s value and not just the value of the % interest transferred
I(5) – Gross property transfer tax amount (before exemption) - **new
the taxable amount is automatically calculated by the Return using the full FMV of the property
reported in I(4), and the percentage of the property transferred reported in D(9)
I (6)- Property transfer tax exemption amount
automatically calculated by the Return and it is the sum of the PTT exemption amounts for all purchasers
I (7)- Basic property transfer tax amount - *new
calculated by the Return and it is I(5) - I(6)
I(8)- Additional property transfer tax amount (only if applicable)
** If the transferee is a BC PN holding a valid certificate and the ATT payable is $0, enter .001 in the field and the
Return rounds the amount to 0.00
I(9)- Total property transfer tax payable
calculated by the Return and it is I(7) +I(8)
I(10)- Tax paid - * new
it is the amount calculated in I(9)
** override when used for refilling/withdrawn
NOTE: ** The principle of calculating the tax payable is based on the full FMV of the property and any exemption claimed is
claimed and is applicable against the tax payable based on the % interest ownership for each purchaser; the exemption is
claimed against the tax payable and not the FMV, that is why 100% FMV should be declared in I (4)

I(1)- I(2) Re-filing a Return - *new


If you previously filed a return and the transfer was cancelled or
withdrawn, you must check the box in I(1)



Enter the title number of the transfer that was previously cancelled or
withdrawn in I(2) (e.g., CA#######)

NOTE: **If the correct PTT amount was paid on the previously submitted
return, you do not have to pay the tax again in section I(10).

DEMO
SCENARIO 1
Two purchasers (individuals) registering 50% interest each. One purchaser is claiming
EX 05 and the other is not claiming an exemption. The full FMV (100%) of the property
is $500,000 and it is all classed as residential

SCENARIO 2
Two purchasers (individuals) registering 50% interest each. One is claiming FTHB
and one is a BC PN. The property has a full FMV (100%) of $450,000 and it
exceeds 0.5 hectares in size.

The daytime telephone number is mandatory
for each of the purchasers signing the
Return—**New Rule

QUESTIONS?

